This paper presents a parallel distributive join algorithm for cube-connected multiprocessors.
Introduction
In the context of very large relational databases! a major problem is how to process the relational operations on databases in a minimum amount of time to satisfy user queries.
To speed up the relational operations on very large databases, parallel processing is essential [CHUSO, CHU91, CHU92] and many special hardware units have been proposed for parallel database operations [OZKSS, SUSS] . However, most of them are not cost-effective as noted in [BOR83, STOSS] , and the current trend is to use general-purpose multi rocessor architectures, such as cubeconnected processors FRISO, OMI89] , to reduce the design P cost of the machine.
One of the important relational operations is the join operation because it is executed frequently and also timeconsuming. There are three major join algorithms:
nestedloop, hash-partition, and sort-merge join algorithms. With the nested-loop join algorithm, each tuple of one operand relation is compared with all the tuples of the other operand relation. It has been shown that the nested-loop join algorithm is acceptable when the operand relations are small because the processin time is inverse1 proportional to the number of processors 7 BRA84, VAL84 . s In sort-merge join, both operand relations are sorted based on the join attribute values, then the merging step performs the pairwise comparison of the sorted tuples to test the join condition.
The performance of the sort-merge join algorithm for the non-equijoin is as good as that for the equijoin because, once the two operand relations are sorted, the merging step handles the equijoin and the non-equijoin in the same way by performing the corresponding comparison. The database machine DELTA [IT0871 has multiple relational database engines composed of sort-merge units and performs the sort-merge join algorithm.
In the case of the sort-merge algorithm, increasing the number of processors beyond a certain number causes very little decrease in tThis research was partially supported by National Science Foundation under grant No. IRI-9008694. the processing time. The reason is that the degree of parallelism is divided by b at each merge pass, after a certain number of passes, if b-way merge is used for sorting [VAL84] .
The hash-partition join algorithm is adopted by the database machine GRACE [KIT84] . Each operand relation is partitioned into a number of buckets depending on the hash value of the join attribute, then matching is performed within each bucket by a processor assigned to that bucket. Usually the hash-partition join algorithm is better than-the sort-merge join algorithm in the case of the equijoin operation, because sorting creates a total ordering of the tuples in both relations whereas the hashin tuples together in the same bucket & simply groups related DEW85].
However, in the case of the non-equijoin, the operation of each processor is not limited to a single bucket, and the workloads of the processors may not be uniform.
Another problem of the hash-partition join algorithm is the bucket-overflow caused by the nonuniform distribution of the join attribute value. In this case, rehashing of the overflow bucket is necessary.
In this paper, we propose a parallel distributive join algorithm for cube-connected multiprocessors. The proposed algorithm is based on the sequential distributive join algorithm [NEGSl] , where the smaller relation is sorted completely while the larger relation is only partially sorted. Thus, it requires much less processing time than the sortmerge join. It is comparable to parallel hash-based join algorithms in terms of performance, without having the buck-overflow problem. Moreover, the proposed algorithm can easily support the non-equijoin, which is quite difficult for hash-based join algorithms.
Section 2 describes the sequential distributive join algorithm. In Section 3, a cube-connected architecture model is described briefly, and the parallel distributive join algorithm for both equijoin and non-equijoin operations are presented. The performance modeling of the proposed algorithm is in Section 4, and in Section 5, we analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm and compare it with those of sequential algorithm and the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm
[OMI89].
The Distributive Join Algorithm
In this section, the sequential distributive join algorithm [NEGSl] is described. The size of relation R is assumed to be smaller than or equal to the size of relation S throughout this paper.
The distributive join is based on the idea that it is sufficient to sort the smaller relation completely and the larger one partially to perform the join efficiently.
As a result, we can save the processing time compared to the sort-merge join algorithm.
The difference of the distributive join from the sortmerge join is illustrated in Figure  1 , where relation R is comnletelv sorted while the other relation S is decomposed into m subrelations (m = 4, in this example). Note that each subrelation is not sorted. However, the maximum join . E ac h node consists of a processor, main memory, and secondary storage. However, note that the terms "node" and "processor" are used interchangeably in this paper. Each node is assumed to have two independent communication processors capable of simultaneously receiving and transmitting packets along two separate links. Nodes exchange tuples via variable-size packets with an upper bound imposed on the packet size. Figure 2 shows a 3-cube with 8 nodes. Each node has n = log, N neighbors where n and N denote the dimension of the system and the total number of nodes, respectively. In this figure, n = 3 and N = 8. There are n bits in the address of a node and the bits are numbered 0 to n -1 from the right to the left. The address of each neighbor of node i differs in one bit from the address of node i. For example, the node 110 in this figure has three neighbors with addresses 111, 100, and 010, respectively.
Each node allocates one output buffer for each neighbor. Output buffers are numbered 0 through n -1, where output buffer i is associated with the neighbor whose address differs in bit i. Output buffer i of a node contains the tuples whose destined locations (node addresses) have bits i to n -1 identical to the address of its associated neighbor.
Eq&join Algorithm
Here we assume that tuples from each operand relation are evenly distributed among the nodes initially. Even though this uniform data distribution may not be realistic, the dynamic tuple balancing phase proposed in [FRISO] can handle the nonuniform data distribution so that the number of tuples per node becomes approximately the same across the system [OMI89].
With n-cube architecture with N = 2" nodes, the actual join R W S is performed by executing N partial joins; RI W SI,RZ W Sz ,..., RN W SN. First, the smaller relation R is sorted in parallel and the divided into N subrelations, Ro,&,..., RN-~, where & is allocated to node i, for 0 5 i 5 N -1. The distribution table is constructed using the maximum join attribute value of each R; and the address of the node to which it is allocated.
Therefore, the i-th entry in the distribution is the maximum join attribute value in subrelation Ri and its corresponding location, i.e., node i, forO<i<N-1.
U&g the distribution table, relation S can be divided into subrelations, S's, Sr,. . . , SN-1, which are partially sorted. Here, "partially sorted" means that the value of a join attribute in 5'; is always less than the value of a join attribute in Sj for i < j. But inside the subrelation S;, the tuples need not be sorted according to the join attribute values. The basic idea in parallel distributive join is to allocate & and Si to node i for 0 5 i < N -1, so that all the N partial joins can be processed in parallel.
Suppose that the subrelation Ri allocated to node i is too large to be resident in the main memory of node i. In this case, node i can use the sequential distributive join algorithm described in Section 2 to perform the partial join h$ W S; by dividing R; further according to the memory size M. If R; can be resident in the memory of node i, the sorted & is binary searched for each tuple of 5'; to perform the partial join.
The parallel distributive join algorithm for equijoin is described below in pseudo codes. In this algorithm, "neighbor ;" of a node denotes the neighbor node whose address differs in bit i; "location" is the address of a node obtained from the distribution table; "Slo,-ation" indicates the subrelation of S allocated to the node with address location. 3.3 Non-equijoin Algorithm Non-equijoin operations can be easily implemented with a small change in the parallel distributive join algorithm for the equijoin. For non-equijoin, relation R is handled by the same procedure of the equijoin. In the case of equijoin, only one location is allocated for a S tuple by the corresponding entry in the distribution table. For non-equijoin, more than one locution can be allocated for a S tuple due to the join condition and the distribution of R tuples over multiple nodes. Since the distribution   table entries are ordered based on the join attribute values of R, all the locations relevant to a given S tuple can be determined easily. In this case, the S tuple is copied into the corresponding output buffers to be transferred to the locations.
The number of copies of the S tuple is the same as the number of the locations selected for the tuple -one for each location, and each copy is associated with the corresponding location. After the S tuples are distributed, the partial join operation is performed at each node. If the join attribute value of a S tuple falls between the boundary join attribute values of node i, the non-equijoin operation is performed by comparing the R; tuples with the S tuple. Otherwise, every tuple of Ri should be joined with that S tuple.
Performance Modeling
In this section, we develop a deterministic modeling to evaluate the processing time of the parallel distributive equijoin operation in various cases. Therefore, the total time required for the processing of the distribution table is tdt = tdt-build + tdt-dist + tdt-comm to locate all the remaining matching tuples. Here, the probabiIity that a R; tuple and a Si tuple is to be joined at each node is JS x N since we assume that R and S tuples are uniformly distributed over N nodes. Also, the joined tuples are needed to be moved. Thus, the time required for the in-memory join between R and 5'; is
Therefore, the total time required for the partial join tj = tj_lO + tj_partitionS + tj-join + tj-dt-build operation is 4.6 Total Distributive Join Time on n-Cube By adding all the component times, the total processing time for a parallel distributive join on a n-cube machine is: T = tr + tdt + ts + tj 5 Performance
Analysis and Comparison
In this section, we analyze the performance of the parallel distributive join algorithm using the following parameter values: Based on the equations developed in Section 4, the parallel distributive join on a cube-connected machine is evaluated and analyzed for different cases in terms of the total number of processors, size of the relations, and the join selectivity.
We also evaluate the speedup of the parallel algorithm over the sequential distributive algorithm executed by a uniprocessor system. Comparison with the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm proposed in [OMI89] is also given in this section. Figure 3 shows the total processing time of the parallel distributive join when the number of processors and the size of S change. As the number of processors increases, the total processing time decreases due to the higher degree of parallelism.
The processing time increases as the size of S increases because each node has more S tuples to process and there are more joined tuples to be stored for the same join seIectivity assumed. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the components of the total processing time and the number of processors. When the number of processors is small., the time for writing the join result to the disk is the dommant time component because there is not enough main memory available for the join result.
However, as the number of processors increases, the time for writing the join result is not dominant anymore because more join output tuples can be stored in the main memory. The time for the distribution table increases as the number of processors increases. This is due to the fact that the size of the distribution table becomes larger, which requires more time to build and distribute, as the number of processors increases. If the number of processors doubles, it takes one more step to broadcast the distribution table. The effect of relation S size on the time components can be observed in Figure 5 . When the size of relation S becomes larger than certain value, the total execution time begins to increase rapidly. It is when the size of join result is so big that it cannot fit into the main memory of the processors, so the join result should be written to the disk which becomes the dominant time component. The time for handling relation S, which includes the initial read and the exchange of the tuples between processors, increases as the size of relation S increases. But it does not increases as fast as the join result writing time. Figure 6 shows the effect of the size of the relations R and S. For a fixed value of relation S size, the total processing time increases as relation R becomes larger because it takes more time to sort and distribute relation R. The effect of join selectivity on the total processing time can be observed in Figure 7 . As the join selectivity increases, the size of the join result also increases and the time for writing it on the disk contributes to the increase of the total processing time. Figure 8 shows the speedup of the parallel distributive join over the sequential distributive join by a uniprocessor system. We measured the speedup for different memory size in the uniprocessor system. As the size of the memory in the uniprocessor increases, the speedup decreases because less number of joined tuples are written to the disk. The speedup is saturated when there are more than certain number of processors in the cube. The reason is that increased overhead for merging and distributing R and for building and broadcasting the distribution table compensates the decreases in other time components.
The effect of relation S size on the speedup can be observed in Figure 9 . As the size of relation S increases, the size of joined result is increased with the same join selectivity and the same size of relation R. For the uniprocessor system, writing the result to disk becomes the dominant factor in total processing time as the size of join result increases. But in the parallel system, since the workload of writing the result is distributed to N processors, the portion of writing the result in total execution time decreases as the number of processors increases.
Consequently, the speedup increases rapidly up to certain number of processors.
The performance of the parallel distributive join algorithm and that of the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm [OMI89] for n-cube machines are compared in Figure 10 . In [OMI89], th e t ime for writing join result to disk was not considered since they assumed that there is an infinite amount of main memory in each processor.
For fair comparison, the time for writing the join result to disk is considered in Figure 14 . We can see that the parallel distributive join is comparable to the parallel hybrid-hash join in terms of processing time. While having a comparable processing time, the parallel distributive join algorithm has the following advantages over the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm:
Since the smaller relation R is completely sorted in parallel and the larger relation S is partially sorted in the parallel distributive join, non-equijoin operations can be implemented easily as described in Section 3.3. On the other hand, it is hard to be implemented by the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm because it requires an order-preserving hash function [GAR86] . Since different attributes may have different data types, formats, and value distributions, we have to select a specific order-preserving hash function for each join attribute.
Moreover, the value distribution of the join attribute can change if the relation is updated frequently. The parallel hybrid-hash join could have a bucketoverflow problem which is not critical in the parallel distributive join. A bucket-overflow occurs when the tuples are not uniformly hashed to the buckets so that a bucket is too big to fit in the main memory of a processor. In the parallel distributive join algorithm, distribution of the smaller relation into subrelations is based on the distribution of the join attribute values. Thus, we can easily balance the size of the subrelations (partitions) to balance the workloads of the processors. If the size of a subrelation is bigger than the size of the available main memory of a processor, the sequential distributive join algorithm is applied in that processor to solve the problem without degrading the performance.
Conclusion
.i this paper, the parallel distributive join algorithm for the cube-connected architecture is proposed, analyzed, and compared with the sequential distributive join algorithm \NEGSl] and the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm [OMI89]. The additional cost needed to achieve the parallelism is the cost for broadcasting the distribution  table and for the data  communication, which is negligible compared to the effect of the high degree of parallelism. \
The performance of the parallel distributive join algorithm is comparable to that of the parallel hybrid-hash join algorithm
[OMI89] proposed for the same processing environment. A big advantage of the proposed algorithm over the hash-based join algorithms is that it does not have the bucket-overflow problem caused by the nonuniform hashing of the operand relations. Moreover, the proposed algorithm can easily support the non-equijoin operation, which is very hard to be implemented by the hash-based join algorithms.
